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My Reports
My Reports provides reporting for the Joint Knowledge Online (JKO) Learning Content Management
System (LCMS). These reports can be run at anytime, anywhere. My Reports are available to all Report
Users (all LMS users with elevated rights such as Training Managers and Administrators). These reports
can be exported to Excel (CSV format) and other formats.
There are two types of reports, Standard Reports and Custom Reports. As of May 2017, this document
intentionally covers only the 8 Standard Reports.
Shown below is a screen capture of the folder containing Standard Reports. This user, Report Builder
Tester, has access to just the Standard Reports Folder, as shown on the top line displaying the user’s
name and role.

Hovering over the Blue Question Mark icon
(and other rollover
words throughout sections of Report Builder) will offer the user
assistance in how to use that function. Hovering, in this case, displays
the phrase “Page Help” and clicking the question mark opens a new
window containing online help for Report Builder.

NOTE: Report Builder references the term WILDCARD that indicates a word, phrase or keyword
capability. If searching for the term MEDICAL, entering the term MEDIC will find all references to
anything containing the phrase MEDIC, including the words MEDICS and MEDICAL.
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Standard Reports
Standard Reports are available to all Report Users, without additional access needed. Most Report Users
only need Standard Reports.
Clicking on the Standard Reports folder will open up with a list of available reports. NOTE: Your display
might be different than what is shown below, based on your personal access control.

Clicking on the “Other Actions” pull-down box, will display another set of options to the Report User,
based on their personal access control. Some users will see just one option such as:

While other users might see additional options, such as:
Action

Description

Run Report Button
Other Actions
Statistics

Run, execute the report
Opens menu to display other reporting options
Reports on how many times the report has been
run and averages for length of time it took to
perform the report

“Audience Course and User Count” report is an example of a scrollable list report.
Click on the “Run Report” button for the “Audience Course and User Count” report and a pop-up
window will open with the report.
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There are four parts to this window:






Banner line: Displays the report title, the Help icon
and the “Close” window button.
Filter line: If a report has any filters, they will be listed here. There can be any number of
filters, depending on the report. Use the “Execute” button to run the report and the “Clear”
button top reset all the filter options.
Main Status Line: Shows record count, Tools and Export options, Page Progression buttons if
required, Display lines adjustment, and Sorting options.
Main Report Content: Shows the header line of the report followed by the body of the
report. When the “Execute” button is selected, the Main Report Content window populated
with a new report window.

Action

Description

Filters

If a report has any filters they will be listed here. There can
be any number of filters, depending on the report. All are
optional unless they are marked with a Red Asterisk.
Runs the report.
Clears any values entered into the filters.
Count of total records in this report.

Execute button (Green color)
Clear button
Total Records
Tools and Export

The edit column button

lets the user choose which

columns of the report to hide. The I-button

Display
Sort Column

Send to ATRRS (only on certain
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lets the user

view a Report Description. Circular arrows
lets the user
Refresh the report. Once the report is Executed, an EXPORT
pull-down box appears, allowing the user to choose either
Printer or CSV export of the report.
Sets the number of records to display on a single page in this
report.
Sets the column the report should be sorted by, and either
Ascending or Descender order. Clear button allows user to
clear any Sort selections, but does not clear the other
Report Filter selections.
Choose if report should include just those courses sent to
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reports)
Blue Question Mark Orange minus sign Brush symbol Edit EDIPI List symbol -

Close

ATRRS or NOT SENT, or ALL.
Opens a new window with the HELP system displayed.
Deletes the currently displayed course or student from
selection list
Removes all items from the currently displayed course or
student selection list
Opens a new window with the available EDIPI Groups
available to the user displayed. The user can then DELETE
the Group, EDIT the Group, or ASSIGN other Report Builder
Users to access the Group. These functions will be described
in more detail under the Enrollment: Search by EDIPI Group
report section.
Returns user to initial page, closing the pop-up window
options.

Note: The Course Name field can be used with portions of a word, such as searching for course
descriptions with the word LANGUAGE in them – or even parts of a word, such as MEDIC, which will find
MEDIC or MEDICAL words (or text). NOTE: “WILDCARD” indicates KEYWORD or PARTIAL WORD search
capability.

It is important that Report Builder users not attempt to modify any settings/selections once the green
EXECUTE button has been pressed. Once the screen says PROCESSING….PLEASE WAIT, the user needs to
wait until the processing ends and the results are displayed. Then the user can adjust filters and sorts
properly. Temporary screen updates may take place during processing, but please do not attempt to
adjust any settings during these periods of waiting.
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The Audience Course and User Count Report
This report is designed to allow a user to find Audiences on the JKO LCMS by entering a word or part of a
keyword into the Name field.

As the user hovers the mouse over a
field name or icon, in this case over the
Edit Column icon, the Report Builder
displays a pop-up message assisting the
user with information about that
field/icon and its contents.

Once results are displayed (after selecting the green
Execute button) the user can apply sorts to the results,
using the pull-down menu to select a desired Sort Field,
and choosing either Ascending or Descending order.

Any of the results on the screen can be printed or
exported into CSV format by selecting the EXPORT button
and choosing the desired option from the pull-down
menu.
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The option to adjust CSV
Settings might be new to some
report users. Default file name
can be chosen here, and the
system will remember it from
one login to another. The
default file name suffix can be
adjusted here, which will allow
the default program to open
this data file after it is saved to
the local storage device. For
example, CSV opens with
Microsoft Excel by default, and TXT open with Notepad by default. Heading can be included or excluded,
and quoted strings can be turned on if necessary (as it is turned off by default). Separator and Quote
characters can be adjusted, at your own peril, as they can be very tricky if you are not an expert user.
Clicking on the RESET DEFAULTS button in the upper right corner will set all your CSV export defaults
back to JKO original settings.
Report Users can click on three hyperlinked fields inside of this report. They are marked in BOLD and
are the columns of ASSIGNED COURSES, ASSIGNED USERS and STATUS. Clicking on the Assigned
Courses link displays the following detail report (Course List), showing all the Assigned Courses for that
Audience. One course per line is displayed.
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Clicking on the Assigned Users link displays the following detail report, showing all the Assigned Users
assigned to that specific Audience selected. One line per student is displayed.

Similarly, if the Report User clicks on Status link, Report Builder displays the following detail report,
showing all the Courses that those Assigned Students are enrolled in. There could be one or more lines
per student in this report, depending on how many courses they are enrolled in. Below, is a screen
capture showing five courses that this student is assigned to take, as part of this Audience that he is
associated with. Not that while there are 425 lines in this report, there are only 57 different Assigned
Users taking those 425 courses.

Notice that the red text on the bottom line, “at end” shows the Report User that the report is at the
end; alternatively, it would display “more” as well as offering the user FIRST, PREVIOUS, NEXT and LAST
buttons in blue to navigate the results.
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The Enrollment: Search by Course Report
The Enrollment by Course is a generic report where you search for the course(s) you want to view by
specific dates. By choosing a Course from the Select options (which is required) the user can then
choose ONLY ONE of the following three options:
1. Course ENROLLED START/END Dates
2. Course COMPLETED START/END Dates
3. Course MODIFIED START/END Dates
Shown here is the detail selection window that the Report User will use after clicking on the SELECT
button for Courses field. Here the user chose DHA as the prefix to filter on, and then clicked on two
courses for their query. Clicking SELECT in the upper right corner will make these selections active when
they next execute their search.
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The report is generated showing all the students in that course, based on the filtered dates selected.

New to Version 1.03 of Report Builder, is the rightmost column in this screen capture, showing the
Certificate for those students who have completed the courses searched on. Clicking on the ribbon icon,
, will display the User’s Course Completion Certificate on the screen.

The Report User can include Organization filter criteria if desired, which will further constrain the report
results to just those students taking the selected course(s), who are also members of that
organization(s). Using keyword or partial word entry here will return any records with that term in it.
Report user can also filter on Section number in this report.
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The User can also include any or all of the Status filter criteria. This is handled just like the Course
selection method. Users select the checkbox next to the Status they desire, and if more than one is
desired, then click additional items in this scroll list. Here is the Status filter showing two items are
chosen.

Screenshot below shows the Status Filter box opened, and the two checked items are clearly displayed.

Report Users can click on two hyperlinked fields inside of this report; they are marked in BOLD and are
the columns of COURSE NO, COURSE NAME. Clicking on either will result in a pop-up window showing
Course Detail information for that course. This report, as with all Standard Reports, can be sorted,
printed, or exported in CSV format.
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The Enrollment: Search by User Report
The Enrollment by User is a generic report where you search for the student you want to report on by
specific dates (for their course history). By choosing a User from the Select options (which is required)
the Report User can then choose ONLY ONE of the following three options:
1. Course ENROLLED START/END Dates
2. Course COMPLETED START/END Dates
3. Course MODIFIED START/END Dates
Shown below is the detail selection window that the Report User will use after clicking on SELECT for
LMS USER field. Here the user chose TESTER as the last name, and REPORT as the first name desired.
Then the user clicked on user #1 for their query. Clicking SELECT in the upper right corner will make
these selections active when they next execute their search.

The report below is generated showing all the courses that the selected student (blackened out in this
example) has taken based on the DATE filter selected.
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Additional fields displayed on this report right of the screen capture, simply cut-off from the size of the
display, include newly added in Version 1.03 of Report Builder – Certificate of Completion.

The Report User can also include any or all of the Status filter criteria. This is handled just like the User
selection method. Users select the checkbox next to the Status they desire, and if more than one is
desired, then click additional items in this scroll list. Here is the Status filter showing two items are
chosen.

Users can include User ROLE filter criteria if desired, which will further constrain the report results to
just those students taking courses, who are also assigned to a specific ROLE on the JKO LCMS. Report
user can also filter on Section number in this report.
Report Users can click on two hyperlinked fields inside of this report, marked in BOLD, and are the
columns of COURSE NO, COURSE NAME that will open a pop-up window showing Course Detail
information for that course. This report, as with all Standard Reports, can be sorted, printed, or
exported in CSV format.
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The Organization and Members Report
The Organization and Members Report displays all the details of different JKO Organizations, including
counts and Organization ID number. This report, as with all Standard Reports, can be sorted, printed, or
exported in CSV format. The Organization Hierarchy or Organization Name can be entered by keyword
or partial word (labelled as Wildcard). The phrase “joint” was entered for this demonstration resulting
in those organizations containing the term Joint in it.

Report Users can click on three hyperlinked fields inside of this report, marked in BOLD, and are the
columns of ASSIGNED COURSES, MEMBER COUNT, and STATUS. Each will be explained in the following
paragraphs.
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Users can click on an Organization’s ASSIGNED COURSES (hyperlink) and view the Detail for each course
that members of that Organization are required to take, in a new window. Each course assigned to that
organization is listed one course per line. This window is also sortable and can be printed or exported
just like the previous report.

Users can click on an Organization’s MEMBER COUNT (hyperlink) and view the Student Detail for
members of that Organization in a new window. Each student assigned to that organization is listed one
student per line. This window is also sortable and can be printed or exported just like the previous
report.

Users can click on an Organization’s STATUS (hyperlink) and view the Student Status Detail for that
Organization in a new window. Each course for each student is listed, showing their status (both Status
and Status Date fields) in that course. This window is also sortable and can be printed or exported just
like the previous report. This is detail of that specific Organizational structure’s Enrollment by Student.
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This report allows the user to see each entry for that person in each course; i.e., the report shows each
assignment, drop and pass for each course. As many as three (or more) entries for each course could be
displayed, each with their own Status Date.
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The Course Survey Information Report
The Course Survey Information Report displays all the Short Answer and free text response details from
students entering survey data into specific courses. Users can select one or more courses to report on.
By choosing start and end dates, the report will display 13 fields of data for Short Answer survey
questions and 13 fields of data for Free Text survey questions. Results can be filtered by the user’s
choice of Service (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine, USCG, DoD Civilian etc.) and Category (Active Duty,
Contractor, Reservist, GS etc.).
This report, as with all Standard Reports, can be sorted, printed, or exported in CSV format. The first six
JMESI courses were chosen for this demonstration resulting in these survey results being displayed.
Short Answer Survey question results

Free Text Survey question results
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The Course Test Data Report
The Course Test Data Report displays all the test scores from students completing various types of tests
in specific courses. Users can select one or a number of courses to report on, and then by choosing start
and end dates, as well as optionally selecting test types, the report will display 21 fields of data.
This report, as with all Standard Reports, can be sorted, printed, or exported in CSV format. The USA007-B course was chosen for this demonstration resulting in these test score results being displayed.
Thus if a user desires a report showing just test scores which were considered Passing scores, then this
can be filtered in Report Builder, by selecting “Passed?” To be “Yes”.

If a user needs a report showing all test results for GS12’s – then the entire data output should be
exported to Excel, and then the additional filtering on the Pay Grade field can be applied, just selecting
the GS’s with the rank of 12 in their results. Here is an excerpt of the filtered report in Excel, showing
just GS12’s who have taken this course’s test, and in the final column, it displays if the grade is sufficient
to either Pass (Y) or not Passed (N). A number of fields have been hidden from this report, in order to
reduce the amount of data requiring redaction for this user guide, but originally, the Excel document
contained all the fields that the Report Builder exported.
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The LMS Users Report
The LMS Users Report displays all the student information from various LMS organizations according to
their role in the JKO LMS. Users can select one or a number of courses to report on, and then by
choosing start and end dates, as well as optionally selecting test types, the report will display 21 fields of
data.
This report, as with all Standard Reports, can be sorted, printed, or exported in CSV format. The phrase
JS was chosen for this demonstration resulting in these Reports Managers in the Organization of Joint
Staff (JS) being displayed. In addition, this report allows for filtering using ACTIVE/INACTIVE selection; in
this example, only Active has been selected.
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The Enrollment: Search by EDIPI Group Report
The Enrollment: Search by EDIPI Group Report displays all the student information according to their
unique EDIPI inside of the JKO LMS. The real power of this report, is that Report Builder users are able to
upload their own data file containing specific EDIPI’s for students they are interested in reporting on,
and the system will keep that data on file until they decide to remove or edit that list. Some report users
might upload a new EDIPI file each month, easily exported from their own EXCEL worksheet, or their
own HR Tracking system – and this report will allow them to get updated information for those specific
people they are interested in. The report allows the user to search by all ROLES or specific LMS roles,
such as just Report Admins, or all Training Coordinators.
In addition, users can select one or a number of courses to report on, and then by choosing start and
end dates. This allows a Report User, to use this report, to display student completion information, from
their custom EDIPI list of users, for specific courses or groups of courses (as they may have created using
other standard reports in Report Builder). One example could be a Report Admin attempting to validate
that their Headquarters Staff of 200 persons, have completed their required three courses on JKO during
the preceding year – without having to have assigned these courses using that feature of the JKO LMS
(since that also would have required creating either an Organization or an Audience for that specific 200
person group). This report allows the Report Admin to get these answers by keeping their EDIPI list
updated, and choosing specific courses they are interested in. A very powerful combination!
In this example, the columns for Middle Name, Country, Account Type and Service have been hidden, in
order to show additional fields in the screen capture.
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The new icon seen on this report is the Edit EDIPI List icon,

.

Here is a screen capture of the demonstration EDIPI Group, containing 10 records, also showing who
owns this group and who additionally has access to this group.

In the Action Column seen above, there is a Green Plus sign
which allows the Report User to create
a NEW GROUP of EDIPIs. The user must fill in two required fields, the Group Name and the Description
of this group. Then the user can insert people into this group, or if they choose, upload a local file to the
Report Builder to create this Group.

The Red Minus Sign

allows the Report User to DELETE this selected GROUP.

The Edit icon
allows the Report User to EDIT both the Group Name and the list of EDIPIs
contained in the selected GROUP.
The 3-Person icon
allows the Report User to assign various other Report Builder users access
to this selected GROUP.
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Here is the Demonstration Group created in May 2017, and with the mouse hovering over the Orange
Right Arrow
(Orange Upload button) – the text displays “Upload EDIPI List”. This is where the Report
User can choose to upload their list of EDIPIs into the system.

The Report User can choose their CSV file, as described in this EDIPI Upload box above. This is the File
Upload method of creating an EDIPI Group on Report Builder.
If instead, they choose to edit their list in Report Builder, they click the Green Plus sign
following tool appears.

and the

If instead, the Report User chooses to enter their EDIPI from the LMS User database instead, they can
use this LMS EDIPI Filter box above, to choose who they desire to be in their Named Group. This is the
manual method of creating an EDIPI Group on Report Builder.
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Here is what is displayed to the Report User after they create a new Group, in this case, Demo-May2017
which contains no EDIPI yet, and it reports that Zero were Read in by Upload, Zero were Added, Zero
failed, and Zero were ignored. All of these fields would be updated based on the file the Report User
uploaded.
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Report Types
Currently there are two types of reports, detailed below:
#

1

Report Type
List Scroll

Description
Displays data in a list, with row and columns of data.
Scrollable, sortable, exportable.

2

List Non-Scroll

A non-scrollable list used for summarizing groups of
data. Multiple summaries can be listed in one report.
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Filter

Scrollable

Resize Data Page

Sort

Export

Filter

Non-scrollable

Sort

Export
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Report Statistics – Admin Function
The Statistics Report will display a usage graph and details about the report: # of times it was run, the
average time it took to run the report, the First and Last time it was run, and other information.
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Request a new report – Future Version
This feature will be forthcoming in future versions of JKO Report Builder.

Folders for Reports
All reports are assigned to a folder. Folders are only one level deep. If you do NOT have access to any
reports in a folder, the folder will not be displayed.
Certain reports contain an active hyperlink in a report for the field Course Type. By clicking the Green
highlighted term in the Course Type column, it will pop-up the following table. Every entry in this field
displays this same table, as it contains all the possible options for that field. As of February 2017, there
are seven types of Courses, and their names, descriptions and active flag are displayed in this table. This
section is subject to change, as Report Builder continues to change and improve.
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